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"Let us sing as we go. May our struggles and our concern for
this planet never take away the joy of our hope."
- Laudato Si
1

Welcome
Greetings, and thanks again for joining us on the remarkable, improbable, and extremely
meaningful ride that is Vermontivate!
It’s been a humbling experience to get so much generous support as we develop and grow.
We’ve had moments of thunderous excitement as we watch our players take on the game with
enthusiasm, passion, creativity, gumption, and increasing amounts of ownership and vision
(not to mention the willingness to try just about anything - even worm charming)!
We’ve also had moments of intense frustration as we run up against the limits of our technical
capacities, moments of profound puzzlement as we watch some players sign up and then only
play a few challenges, and moments of deep yearning as we see glimpses of the way
Vermontivate! aﬀects the lives of our players and wish that we could be reaching even greater
numbers of people.
We’ve been saying all along that Vermontivate! is a game of change - not just behavior change,
but also attitudes, knowledge, and relationships, and fortunately, that’s been borne out as
players have told us how much they've learned, how much they’ve transformed personal
behavior, and how much they’ve connected to players on their team and across the game.

Vermontivate’s Theory of Change
The diagram below was put together by Bill Finnegan from Tamarack Media. Bill’s been with us
from the very beginning, and he’s done a beautiful job of articulating - and helping visualize our ideas about both the why and how of what we do.
Of course, the fundamental context of Vermontivate! is the climate crisis - and figuring out how
to ignite both individual and collective response to a situation which seems increasingly
overwhelming, unwieldy, and (if you think too closely about it) (or even think about it from a
healthy, denial-based distance) terrifying.
And yet, Vermontivate! begins, first and foremost, with hope. It is - and has been from the start
- a creative call to action designed to inspire people to tackle the climate crisis in their lives and
community. Not scare them, not guilt or cajole them, not shake them by the collar and demand
that they do more. But inspire them.
We have a deep belief in the inherent wisdom, creativity, and capability of our players, and their
ability to envision and make manifest a positive future for themselves and their communities.
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The game experience is deliberately designed to supporting that kind of inspired action.

During the game players learn, experiment, share, explore, investigate, create, and share some
more. They surprise themselves (and us) with ideas, perspectives, and actions. Small steps
lead to larger ones, and a new awareness of their personal power and capacity to make
change. They collaborate with their team-mates and gently urge each other forward.
After the game, players are better equipped to make more environmentally and socially
responsible decisions, develop leadership skills, become champions for sustainability, and
achieve real, lasting, measurable change in their community - as well as increasing collective
resilience in the face of environmental, economic, or societal disruptions caused by the climate
crisis.
Of course, that’s the Platonic Idea of what Vermontivate! can be (and often is). We’re still
listening, learning, growing, adapting, tweaking, and figuring out how to cut through the noise
of daily life and build a sense of ownership and commitment in our players. It’s an everevolving process, and we’re so grateful for your support and participation.

Player Activity and Game Goals
The game is divided into 3 acts. Act 1 contains warm-up challenges designed to get players
registered and accustomed to the site and our style. The bulk of game play takes place in Act 2,
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and centers around Energy, Food, Transportation, and Team-Building. Players take on a
wide range of challenges which help promote both individual action and community
engagement. Player response to challenges include:
Energy

“Some of the ways we talked about to reduce electricity use were: to
have the lights oﬀ in the classroom for much of the day; limit our use
of the overhead projector (a hard one); and unplug computers and
other electrical devices on the weekends and holiday.”
“As a member of Onion River Exchange time bank, I invited a member who
works at Eﬃciency Vermont to come over and audit our house.”
“I made a statement on solar policy for legislative bill moving through house in
March and shared it with Middlebury Selectboard and energy committee on
which I serve.”
“I have over the last several weeks made myself get into the habit of turning oﬀ
my computer monitor as well as my computer when I leave work. It's a tiny
thing, but it makes a diﬀerence.”
“I have two low-flow faucets that I'm going to install when my dad is around,
because he's got the right tools to help me get rid of the existing faucet heads!”
“Today I unplugged things I usually keep plugged in. I unplugged my keyboard,
night lights, and phone and tablet chargers.”
“Last week I appeared before the Vermont House Natural Resources and Energy
Committee to advocate passage of H 412 a bill to establish a carbon pollution
pricing and energy eﬃciency investment program.”
“My dad is trying to decide whether he will install solar panels on our roof or not
I am trying to encourage him to do that to save important electricity.”
“I am planning to try to take shorter showers and ask my parents to buy better
lightbulbs.”

Food

“I started some basil by planting seeds in a pot for my boyfriend
Adrian. We share a garden together and will plant it soon.”
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“We talked with some of our co-workers about Vermontivate because they
wondered why we were all eating the same meal together (We shared some food
with them, too)! We got to spread the word, have some fun, and support local
farmers. Win, win, win!”
“I actually did the waste reduction challenge with my mom and we had a big
diﬀerence! We had less trash and more compost. Except for the fact that a
skunk got in our compost...But the diﬀerence was greatly noticed!”
i did the waste reduction challenge with a few of my friends. I won, I had only 2
bottles (I use a washable water bottle), an apple core and a few other items.
Everyone else had a lot of bottles, candy wrappers and half-eaten food.”
“Adding kale to my breakfast smoothies. Never really liked the stuﬀ but know
it's fantastic for me. Not too bad when mixed with bananas, coconut milk,
frozen blueberries and a teaspoon of raw cocoa!”
“I have been trying to avoid processed/prepared foods and have been cooking
at home with real food.”`
“I think that creemees count as local too!”
Transportation

“We just bought a bike-rack for our front yard so our own kids can
easily park (and lock) their bikes right there.”
“I signed up for the Way to Go commuter challenge.”
“I'm trying to dump my car for May.”
“One of my teammates and I ventured out on the bus route today!”
“Hybrid is a great way to travel -- if you are like me (68 plus) and love to walk but
also can use a little help on the way home.”
“I mapped where our worship community lives so we could see clusters of
carpooling opportunities.”
“I am going to make a note on my calendar when I schedule events to ask if
anyone wants to carpool.”
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“I decided to download a very polite brochure from Idle Free VT which says,
‘Turn oﬀ the key and breathe free; thank you for not idling.’ I posted the
brochures in the adult bathrooms in the school so that people could see them in
privacy and not feel confronted by someone like me who would not be the most
diplomatic if I really told them what I think!”
In Act 3, we ask players to set and achieve some high level goals we developed in consultation
with ANR, VTrans, Local Motion, and other groups. The goals are aligned with Vermont’s stated
climate goals, including:
• Achieving 90% renewable energy across all sectors by 2050
• Increasing the amount of locally grown food by 10%
• Keeping all food and recyclables out of the solid waste stream
Our game goals, and the number of players who did them were:
Investigate Solar for your home: 8 players
Investigate alternative heating for your home (heat pump, pellet stove, etc): 10 players
Invent your own energy goal: 22 players
Compost your food waste for a week: 34 players
Eat 10% local for a week: 12 players
Invent your own food goal: 6 players
Test drive an electric vehicle: 22 players
Reduce your fossil fuel vehicle miles traveled by 50% for a week: 8 players
Invent your own transportation goal: 16 players
Do something to help your team achieve its goals: 36 players
And some player comments on their Goal Experiences:

“In researching it sounds like the change that will have the most impact for us
would be to fix our leaky windows, insulate the cracks around our foundation,
and insulate our walk out basement.”
“[Eating 10% local] went great. Result: feeling good. It was the best challenge I
have every done. Thank you.”
“Our team is amazing! Every time I think of something that needs doing, I post it
and someone steps up! I hope our Vermontivate! team continues to work
together throughout the year. They are so fabulous!”
“Once I am no longer renting solar is an option I would like to pursue.”
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“[The composting challenge] helped to shed light on the fact that the majority of
my overall waste is from either food packaging, or other stuﬀ. And that no
matter how much I compost, I will still have this other waste unless I start to
really consider the purchases I make. So, this has been a very eye-opening
experience for me.”
“Now a group of us in Calais are talking about the possibility of buying [an
electric car] together to share. It could also be used as the "carpool" car with
regular runs to Montpelier and back a few times a day for commuters. There are
a lot of possibilities.”
“I found that [reducing fossil fuel miles] took a lot more time so I really had to be
organized and allow myself more time to get places. It really worked to combine
school pick up or drop oﬀ with a few errands downtown.”

Game Participation Numbers

2012: 150 players, 13 teams (towns)
2013: 225 players, 47 teams (34 towns, 13 schools)
2014: 711 players, 67 teams (59 towns, 8 schools)
2015: 540 players, 60 teams (16 towns, 20 schools, 8 workplace, 16 other)

Game Participation Numbers Assessment
We’re not quite clear on why our player numbers were down in 2015, though we suspect it’s a
combination of several factors:
We were very occupied with the site redesign and had fewer statewide presentations about the
game than in 2014.
We heard that the lack of a pre-game signup period was challenging for many players. We had
intended to have a pre-game signup period, but site development took longer than expected.
Fortunately, we won’t need to do a wholesale redesign of the site for 2016, and will be able to
make all necessary fixes through the course of this fall. Which means that a signup period of
2-3 weeks for 2016 is eminently feasible.
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Additionally, we had thought that we would be able to grow player numbers throughout the
game. But what we’ve learned is that the majority of players sign up in the first week. Despite
our “anyone can start any time” messaging, many potential players felt behind if they started
late, and chose not to engage.
Also, due to this year’s site redesign, people playing on mobile devices tended to experience
some extremely challenging bugs, which impeded their capacity to participate. We were unable
to fix these problems once the site went live, but will resolve this issue for 2016.

Who’s Playing?
Based on the assortment of teams and players, we can see that we have a mix of True Climate
Believers, Curious But Unengaged Citizens, and Players of Obligation - folks who’ve been
dragged into the game by friends or family members, but who get sucked in and addicted in
spite of themselves (which is, of course, the goal of any good game).
In fact, we’ve discovered something we now call The Sister And Grandma Eﬀect. Over the last
few years, we’ve seen the sisters and Grandmothers of players - often people who live out of
state - start playing to support their families, and then fall helplessly into our Vortex.

Who Are The Teams?

We expanded to include four team divisions this year: Community, School, Workplace, and
Other (a catchall for groups of friends, faith organizations, and other random assortments of
players).
Community: We had 16 community teams from around the
state: Calais, Montpelier, Charlotte, South Burlington,
Topsham, Bristol, Johnson, Richmond, Bennington, Winooski,
Burlington, East Montpelier, Essex Junction, Georgia,
Shelburne, and Rutland.
After 3 years of great play, and always coming in 2nd or 3rd,
Calais finally won the Community division.
Team Calais is a remarkably dedicated and tight-knit group. Thanks to their ongoing
engagement, they have:
• Started a transportation committee with the intention of getting bus service between
Calais and Montpelier.
• Planted hazelbert trees behind the community center to contribute to the local food
economy.
• Hosted permaculture workshops.
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They’ll be using their prize money to build a community root cellar this fall. They’ve also
continued to meet bi-weekly for a Happy Hour at the Whammy Bar in Maple Corner, and are
currently planning a town-wide energy fair for October 3.
They also connected with VPIRG about the carbon pollution tax legislation, and were recruited
by the Clean Energy Coalition to build a citizens lobbying group in Janet Ancel's district. In
September, they’ll be meeting with activists in Marshfield and Plainfield to focus on this
legislation, and how they can support Janet in promoting the legislation.

School: We had 20 schools teams of all ages ranging from Hyde Park
Elementary to a number of middle schools like Essex and Albany
Community School to students from the Sustainable Business MBA at
UVM.
Albany Community School won for the second year in a row, and their
science teacher, Cheryl Ecklund shared with us the change in her
students over their Vermontivate! experience:

“Last year our kids
played to win. This year, they
played because they care.”
- Cheryl Ecklund,
Albany Community School

ACS will be using their prize money to either expand their community garden or build a
greenhouse.

Workplace: Our 8 workplace teams had a wide range of players,
from VNRC and VT Community Foundation to NOFA and VT
Shakespeare Company.
We were tickled that one of our funders, Vermont Community
Foundation, won the workplace division. As a funder, they were
kind enough to donate their prize back to Vermontivate!
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Other: Given their quirky names (Go Green Or Go Home), we sometimes didn’t know who our
16 Other teams were. Though we do know we had several groups of friends, as well as Rabbis
of VT, the Burlington Shambhala Center, Energy Co-Op of VT’s Green Team, the Unitarian
Church of Montpelier, and a bunch of employees from Dealer.com.
Team BobCat - a group of 3 extremely dedicated women from the
Weybridge/Middlebury area not only won their division, but scored
more points than any other team in the game!
Inspired by Calais, they’ll be using their prize money to contribute to
building a community root cellar.

Vermontivate! and Energy Committees
While the members of the South Burlington Energy Committee have been very active
Vermontivators for several years now, it’s been challenging to get most of the state’s energy
committees on board. For the most part, they’re usually comprised of rather serious people
who think of a game as something on the light and frivolous side.
They also tend to feel like they’re doing The Work already, so why should they play?
However, the folks from South Burlington contend that their current level of activity and their
participation in the Georgetown University Energy Prize is a direct result of their participation
in Vermontivate - from a couple of diﬀerent angles.
Committee members Karen McKenny and Patty Tashiro met each
other - and joined the energy committee - because of hearing about
it through Vermontivate!
Karen also heard about the GEUP from Vermontivate and brought it
to her committee. Or, as SB committee member Keith Epstein (also a
player) put it:

“Karen and Patty are two of the most valuable members of the committee, and there is
no way we could have taken on the GUEP without either of them. And they both
learned about the SBEC and started working with us as a result of Vermontivate.”
Patty also started a career as a certified home energy auditor because of her experience with
Vermontivate!
Karen (whom we hired this year as Community Manager for the game) credits Vermontivate!
with changing both her home electricity use, as well as the overall direction of her life:
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Fran Putnam, award-winning Energy Committee Chair from Weybridge, played for the first time
this year, and, to her surprise, said that:

“It became more of a personal thing for me, to reflect more
deeply about what I’m doing and why I’m doing it, and how I’m
doing it. It did add a diﬀerent element to my focus on this kind
of work.”
When asked about the value to the energy committees, she said:

“I think it could really deepen people’s commitment to the climate movement. Not just
monthly meetings, but thinking about how it could work in your own life, and that
would lead you to understanding and commitment and enthusiasm and a lot of fun.”
And in terms of bringing fresh energy and a broader level of participation to the energy
committees:

This would be a way for the energy committees - which are always working at such a
high, serious level - to draw in a diﬀerent demographic. And when you get the kids you
get their parents, and the ball can keep rolling.”
All that said, starting this fall, and leading into the winter, we intend to put more energy into
recruiting and training energy committees around the state.

Why Our Partners Should Field Teams
Much like the energy committees, while all our partner organizations are doing great, worldsaving work, this is an opportunity to reach out to their members and constituents, and provide
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a diﬀerent kind of relationship-building opportunity with them, and help cultivate daily activity,
emotional commitment to participating in the climate movement, and an understanding that
they can take action no matter their age or experience level.
This is what motivated John Quinney from Energy Co-Op of Vermont to field a team for and
with his membership:

Year-Round Engagement
It’s been our intention to engage with our players year round. To facilitate that, at the end of the
game this year, we created a special team, Vermontivate All-Stars, consisting of all players with
more than 5000 points. They can (and have been) continue chatting with each other, sharing
ideas and events. We’re also still sending out newsletters with updates, events, and
information.
But we know there’s much more we can do to keep players engaged, and support them in their
larger goal-setting and ongoing personal and collective engagement. This will be a big focus of
our developing game design work for 2016, as well as the eventual development of a mobile
app.

2015-2016 Collaborations
Vermont Energy Education Program
• VEEP created additional energy curriculum for middle schoolers that students and teachers
could download from our website.
• We’ll be developing a version of Vermontivate! specifically for middle schoolers to
complement VEEP’s climate curriculum.
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• VEEP will continue actively promoting Vermontivate! to its participating schools. They have
told us that a pre-game sign-up period will be valuable for getting schools signed up.
Young Writer’s Project
• We co-sponsored a statewide climate writing contest with YWP. Winners received a cash
prize and had their pieces read at the celebratory ice cream party in Montpelier.
• We will continue this collaboration in 2016.
Energy Eﬃciency Website
• We’re part of a team led by Bear Code Design that, over the course of the next 2 years, will
be building an Energy Eﬃciency Clearinghouse Website for VT Department of Public Service.
• We’ll be running a series of contests to drive the public to the website.
• We’ll create a co-branded version of Vermontivate! on the website which helps the public
interact more eﬀectively and deeply with the eﬃciency-related material presented there.
Project Porchlight/Institute for Sustainable Communities
• We’re working to expand and market the game to a national audience. Project Porchlight is
a nationally recognized non-profit which has just become part of Indicia Consulting. Project
Porchlight, in its new guise, is looking to umbrella and nurture successful grassroots
community engagement eﬀorts which need more resources and organizational structure to
scale up, and Vermontivate! is one of those projects!
• We’ll be having a national coming out party at the Behavior Energy and Climate Change
conference in Sacramento this fall.
• ISC has oﬀered to help us find municipalities which would be interested in working with us as
we learn how to scale up and take our model nationwide.

2016 Goals and Budget
It’s our intention to begin marking the game nationally, and, in the long run, have the bulk of our
income generated by by licensing and consulting fees paid by the municipalities and
organizations bringing the game into their communities.
Our relationship with Project Porchlight will also allow us to start applying for larger, longerterm, national level grants.
However, for the next 12-18 months, we’ll continue seeking ongoing funding from our current
supporters, and begin developing financial sponsorships with the business community.
The 2016 Budget is in the table at the end of this document.

Wrap-Up and Thanks

Vermontivate! co-founder and Chief Game Designer Nick Lange works at VEIC, and has spent
a great deal of time looking for similar community engagement initiatives around the country.
He says that when it comes to full-spectrum participation (not just energy savings), there aren’t
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many out there. Particularly not with the scope and scale (and perhaps hare-brained ambition)
of Vermontivate!
But when talking about Vermontivate specifically, Nick is inclined to say one of two things:

This is
really, really
hard!

I love
Vermontivate!

Both statements are abundantly true. Nick, his co-founder Kathy Blume, and the whole rest of
the team love working on this project. It’s fun, creative, exciting, ambitious, unexpected, and
deeply satisfying to see what happens when people are given both the permission, the context,
and the resources to care actively about and for their world.
On the other hand, this game also kicks our butts. We’re always at our leading edges of
understanding, capability, ingenuity, patience, resources, and capacity to make our heady,
ephemeral visions a tangible reality.
And yet…given the environmental realities, the political conundrums, the malformed systems in
urgent need of repair, the inescapable demand for both meaningful responses and Hail-Mary
Passes, we are all so grateful to have the opportunity to create - and keep creating - something
which has ignited so much passion, determination, and - yes, we’ll say it again, hope. But we’ll
leave the last word to our newest Vermontivator, Abbie Tykocki:

Vermontivate! gives me
hope. The more people that get
involved, the more likely it is that these
world changing ideas will be instilled
in my son.
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2016 Budget

AMOUNT

NOTES

Salaries
ED Salary

42,000 3500/mo@12mos

Outreach Coordinator

10,000 1250/mo@8mos

Game design consultant

2,600 $65/hr@40 hours

Community Manager

2,400 300/wk@8wks

PR/Marketing Consultant
Assistant Community
Manager (intern)

5,600 Retainer

Bookkeeper

1,200 $100/mo for 12 mos

500 Stipend

Website
Website redevelopment
and maintenance

Includes Vermontivate
$35,000 Everyday (post game)

Mobile App development

$20,000

Marketing
Game marketing in
Vermont

10,000

Trainings
Game marketing
nationally

2,000
15,000

Events and Contests
Dylan Contest
Green Drinks
Sponsorship

2,500 Fundraiser
300

Launch Party

200

Celebratory Party

500

Prizes, promo items

1,500

Conferences

3,000
15

Prizes for winning teams

4,000

Admin
Office Supplies

500

Promotional Materials

2,000

Taxes/Tax Prep

1,000

Legal

3,000

Rent

1,200 $100/mo for 12 mos

Graphic Design

1,000

Misc

1,000

Total

168,000
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